
JetScan® MPX
Multi-Pocket Sorters with 
Fitness Detection

Setting fitness criteria  
on a JetScan MPX 8200  
series currency sorter  
is quick and easy.

Benefits of using fitness sorting:

• Increase customer satisfaction with 
notes in good condition, make tellers’  
job easier 

• Maximize uptime, minimize service calls 
– fill ATMs and other cash dispensers 
with higher-quality notes

• Reduce transportation costs by 
recirculating your fit notes 

• Avoid cross-shipping fees by following 
Federal Reserve Bank (FRB) Currency 
Recirculation Policy fitness guidelines

Separate fit and unfit notes during 
high-speed, single pass processing

• Achieve highest throughput speed and 
volume at 1,200 notes-per-minute

• Sort fit and unfit notes into user assigned 
sort locations

• In-line facing of notes and automatic 
strapping for greater efficiency

• Trust in the most effective 
counterfeit detection 
available

JetScan MPX 8200 models with 
fitness installed detect soil, holes, 
tears, folded or missing corners, 
tape and limpness while counting and 
authenticating mixed currency. 

Multiple sorting locations include optional 
strappers and modular pockets in addition 
to standard cassettes. 

What is a fit versus an unfit note?
A note whose physical condition no longer 

meets Federal Reserve Bank (FRB) 
guidelines for fit currency may be 

deemed unfit and removed 
from circulation. 

“Fit Currency” means 
a note that is suitable 

for continued circulation and 
is sufficiently clean to allow its 

genuineness and denomination to be 
readily ascertained. 

“Unfit Currency” means a note that is not 
suitable for further circulation because of 
its physical condition, such as torn, dirty, 
limp, worn or defaced.1  



Detects and sorts notes by user-defined fitness settings

1  Federal Reserve Banks, Operating Circular 2,  
CASH SERVICES, January 4, 2016

Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.

Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a complete 
line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the 
majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers 
would recommend our products and services.

The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local 
representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and Australia and is 
represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
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To learn more about JetScan MPX 
with fitness detection, please visit 
cumminsallison.com/jetscanmpx

JetScan MPX features
Maximize efficiency, maintain flexibility  
and control:

• Simple operation via intuitive, icon-driven 
touch screens

• Choose from eight customizable,  
user-defined fitness levels

• Adjust individual fitness settings 
independently by denomination 

• Quickly and easily change fitness-sorting 
criteria 

Placing higher-quality bills in ATMs and other  
devices is proven to reduce jamming.


